Praise for
Soul Forest: Twenty Four Tarot Writings
By Rachel Pollack
Rachel Pollack has one of the finest minds functioning in Tarot today, and with her latest book,
Soul Forest we are treated to several years of delicious snippets of that mind’s working. Twenty
four little essays - mostly from the early part of this decade – are laid out like small delectables
on an esoteric buffet. Reading the titles alone – “Spirit Opens Unknown Locks”, ”Speedy
Overview Uncovers Lore”, “She Is A Tree of Life for Those That Cling To Her”, for example –
is like scanning a glorious arcane gazette.
The essays cover aspects of Rachel’s adventures with her keen mind, endless curiosity, and her
trusty deck of Shining Tribe Tarot cards (also her dog Wonder). Everything is fair game to be
read and thought through with the Tarot, including the Holocaust, the nature of oracular wisdom
and metaphor as medium of wisdom. To read the way Rachel reveals how the seen and unseen
worlds speak to her is to open doors to one’s own worlds.
As source of insight and a wellspring of inspiration, Soul Forest is a lovely little compendium. ~
Thalassa, Founder of Daughters of Divination (DoD) and producer of the San Francisco Bay
Area Tarot Symposium (SF BATS)
***********************************************************************
Reading Soul Forest is like curling up with Rachel Pollack for a long weekend. Pollack's original
voice entertains as it educates. She raises the art of tarot and self examination to new heights and
the view is magnificent. ~ Sasha Graham, author of Tarot Diva
***********************************************************************
Brilliantly crafted! Rachel proves that there are no limits to tarot. From organizing poetry to
crafting readings for God, and from finding out "Who are the dead?" to "Who am I," Rachel
crosses unchartered barriers. That little pack of cards packs big messages of wisdom in the Soul
Forest. ~Donnaleigh de LaRose, International Educational Tarot Radio Podcast Host
***********************************************************************
Rachel Pollack has done it again! With these writings we go to a place of discovery in which
Pollack demonstrates how to examine the big questions and issues that face all of us in our
relationships with the Divine, ourselves, our neighbors and even our enemies. Not only will you
learn new spreads but also intriguing ways to interact with the images on your cards. I encourage
you to explore the wisdom of the tarot with a master speaker of mysteries. ~ Mary K. Greer,
author of Who Are You In The Tarot?, Tarot for Yourself, and numerous books on Tarot
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